Ruthenium complexes with hydrophobic ligands that are key factors for the optical imaging of physiological hypoxia.
The phosphorescence emission of ruthenium complexes was applied to the optical imaging of physiological hypoxia. We prepared three complexes with hydrophobic substituents on the phenanthroline ligand and characterized their emission, which was quenched by molecular oxygen. Among the complexes synthesized in this study, a pyrene chromophore-linked ruthenium complex, Ru-Py, exhibited optimal properties for the imaging of hypoxia; the prolonged lifetime of the triplet excited state of the ruthenium chromophore, which was induced by efficient energy distribution and transfer from the pyrene unit, provided the highest sensitivity towards molecular oxygen. The introduction of hydrophobic pyrene increased the lipophilicity of the complex, leading to enhanced cellular uptake. Consequently, the bright phosphorescence of Ru-Py was seen in the cytoplasm of viable hypoxic cells, whereas the signal from aerobic cells was markedly weaker. Thus, we could clearly discriminate between hypoxic and aerobic cells by monitoring the phosphorescence emission. Furthermore, Ru-Py was applied to optical imaging in live mice. An intramuscular injection of Ru-Py successfully visualized ischemia-based hypoxia, which was constructed by leg banding.